JONITING PLAN

PROJECT NAME: ELLIOT SKATE PLAZA
ADDRESS: MINNEAPOLIS, MN

PLAN ISSUE DATE 07/26/2019

SHEET TITLE: DRAWN BY: APPROVED BY: AR ZW

SCALE: 1" = 10'-0"
ISSUE DATE: 07/26/2019

DRAWING NO. SHEET OF SHEETS

LEGEND:

SAWCUT NOTES:
1. CONTRACTOR SHALL LOCATE SAWCUTS APPROXIMATELY EVERY 10'-0" DOOR SAWCUT DETAIL ON SCAFFOLD SPARK PLATE STRUCTURE ONLY
2. SAWCUT PLAN IS SHEETMETRIC ONLY. CHECK SAWCUT WITH ADJACENT SAWCUTS WHERE POSSIBLE. SP

9TH AVENUE
SOUTH 8TH STREET
SKATEPARK STRUCTURE SHOTCRETE TRANSITION

SKATEPARK STRUCTURE FLATWORK

TYPICAL COLD JOINT (CJ)

THICKENED EDGE COLD JOINT (TECJ)

EXPANSION JOINT (EJ)

SAWCUT

PROJECT NAME: ELLIOT SKATE PLAZA
ADDRESS: MINNEAPOLIS, MN

PLAN ISSUE DATE: 07/26/2019

SHEET TITLE: DRAWN BY: APPROVED BY: AR ZW

SCALE: ISSUE DATE: 07/26/2019

SEE DETAIL DRAWING NO. SHEET OF SHEETS
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